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"I have suffered from being
misunderstood, but I would have ·
suffered a hell ol a lot more if I had
been·understood"
-Clarence Darrow

Accident on'Annandale·
Shuttle-bus crash injures student
~~~

This is the shuttle bus after hitting a t~ee on Annanda~e Raod.
the first to respond when Profes- mechanics who conduct preven- whether or not it has been tosor John Pruit reported the acci- tative maintenance and all ve- tailed. The entire front of the van
News Editor
. dent around teit p.m. when it oc- hides are inspected at licensed was compacted and thedrlverap. ._.parentlywasnotwearingher5eatcurred in front of his house. Red stations off-campus."
The van .itseH suffered. severe .: belt. Shuttle services on campus
Hoole. Ambularice and the Sheriff
· List Monday night, April 21, · arid. Fire Departments sron ar- damage and the official insurance haVe been postponed indefinitely.
~ 'J'
the Bard Shuttle was involved in rived. Traffic on Annandale Road reporthasnotcomeinconcerning __·. ·
the
· an accident on Annandale Road. had to be blOcked off to
, Apparently the driver was ·vehicle away while t_he Ftre De-_
reaching for something :on the partment check~ for spilled gas.
lost The immediate and effective re. floor of the van
. controlandcrashedheadlongintO sponse to the ~ccident of E.M.S.
a ttee. There were no passengers and Sequrity were "highly comin the vehicle, but the driver was mended" by the Sheriff and Fire
3
taken to Northern Dutchess Hos- Department.
Director of Security Bob Boyce
pital with a leg injuries, a conreviews...
project
cussionand,asofFriday, was still feltthat'1thereisnoquestionabout
"~- ...pRQe
the safety of the vehicles. Buildin a state of shock.
--o
Bard E.M.S and Securi9' were_ ingscindGroundshave_twogood
Michael Poirier
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Junior Fellowships broaden st:udent horizons
President Leon Botstein, Vice
President Papadimitriou, and the
Staff Writer
. college Dean because they felt
there were a great deal of ~~good ·
opportunities [for students] .not
,;. ~ ~978, The .Bard Center was being taken ad. vantage of [internI~ltt.ated ... wtth the goa~ ~f shipsmostly]becauseoftheusual
bnngtng ~holarly and. artistic __non-payingsif:Uation. Bycreating
pro~ammmg to the entire com- an annual fellowship, an oppormuruty of the greater Hudson tunity is created "for students in
Valley.': Its e':ecutive. d~e~tor, thesummertogetatasteofwhat's
Bard Vtce-Prestdent Dumtri Pa- available out there. [in the real
padimitri~~' descri~s !he B'?'d world?]" The. Junior Fellowship
Center as an orgaruzation .to In- program offers successfully
co~r~te all the extra~cular moderated juniors (who have at
activities of the college Into a least 76 credits and have not yet
number of programs to en~ce started their senior project) a fair
the undergraduate expenence, chance to broaden their career deand .to fulfill the obligation of velopment. Five "highly motimaking Bard a place where do- vated' students are chosen each
mestic and social issues ~an be year to receive a fellowship of
debated a~d the commuru!Y can $1500 to pursue a non-paid, su·- take part m ~ese debates. The pervised work experience speBard Center . grew a_nd chan~ed cifically created to help one learn
a_nd developed a sohd orgaruza- directly about a career field and/
t10nal structure to support a large or test career interests and skills.
number of programs" including: Winners must work at an internlecture series~ the Bard Music ship for at least eight weeks of the
Festival and the Edith C. Blum summer.
·
Artlnstitliteamongmanyothers.
The internships are not credit
- Perhaps the most noteworthy to bearing but are recorded on t;h~
aspiring and academically con- students' tra11scrlpts along with
scious Bard students, however, is evaluations from the supervisors
- the Junior Fellowship program. of the job. Interested juniors first
Bard's Junior Fellowship pro- submit a proposal which includes:
was designed in 1982

Jeana C. Breton

..

- =~ '1_:

a resume, a copy of their transcript, a letter from the intended
supervisor indicating arrangements, and a supporting letter
from a faculty member familiar
with their work. The winners are
then selected by a committee of
faculty and administration who
considertheclarityandcontentof
each proposal including: its feasibility, the relationship between the
internship and the student's academic background, and the potential growth offered by the experience. This year's committee
consisted of Karen Greenberg,
Shelly ·Morgan, Amy Cheng, and
Ben LaFarge. Karen Greenberg
(who is also Bard's Dean of Studies) feels th~ mo$t .bnportant of
the considered criteria to be "the
way in which the fellowship
wo~ld help [the students] in their
futures as an extension of their
academics," but this does not
necessarily mean that the internship must be related to their
seniorproject.Thisyeartheirwere
fifteenapplicantsandthewinners
were: Tara Parsons, Christa Shute,
Javed Jahanjir, Gabriel Wardell,
and Paul Thompson.
.
Gabriel Wardell is a film major
who will be working with the
Baltimore Film Forum. This forum ·
is Maryland's only non-profit
professional film organization to
present films that movie-goers in
the Baltimore area would not

otherwise see in a movie theatre; of social research." He found the
their audience is over 30,000 each opportunity inspiring because he
year consisting of all ages, "their is currently working on a project
common bond being an appre- for a class with Professor
dation of outstanding cinema." · McCarthy'called 'The Economics .
Wardell feels working for the fo- of Famine," which involves his
rum will give him ''the oppo~tu- coming ''up with a new approach
nity to develop beyond a 'would to ~easuring the efficiency of
you like cream and sugar with distribution of entitlements in a
that?' go-fer. He will be perform- famine affected economy."
ing "a veritable plethora of jobs" Working in Bangladesh will no
and will also "gain an intimate do~bt expand his research possiknowledge of all areas involved bilities.
in the preparation of a film pro- · Christa Shute is a philosophy
gram." In his proposal, Gabriel's major who will be working at the
justification for wanting the fel- Chittenden Couqty Public
lowship was in short this: "Within Defender's office in Burlington,
the seclusion of College, a young Vermont. This office defends
artist has little perspective about people who are unable to afford
the needs, interests, and concerns their own attorney.·Christa's inof a public audience. Working ternsbipwillinvolve"trainingand
with the Forum... will no doubt supervision within the first week
teach me a valuable lesson by and a half. Following this time we
opening my limited academic [Christa and theotherintem5] will
experience to the public commu- be responsible for our own cases
nity.
continued on page 4
_Javed Jahangir is an economics
major who will be working at
I"
Dhaka University in Bangladesh.
•
There he will be participating in a
You are
research project entitled "Gender
Attitudes Towards · Working
endangering the
Women in Banglad($h." He will
I ives of your ·
be involved with the theoretical,
academic, and data collecting
professors•
pursuitsofthisproject.Javedfeels
chi I dren when
the work "will give me an excepyou
donat stop
tional opportunity _to observe the
mechanics of the myriad aspects for a schoo I bus.
11

·Political Studies
. position filled

A Rem nde r I

State law

.. equ ires that you
stop at I east 50
feet behind a
school bus.

versityofCalifornia. He practiced . .- - - - - - - - - - law with a law finn in WashingNews Editor
ton D.C. where he specialized in ..
environmental and energy law.
~
He gave up law to receive his
The administration has recently doctorate from Cornell where he
announced that. i~ ha_s filled a has taught in both the law school
t~':'ure trac~ posttion tn the Po- _and in the graduate school. His
litical Studies department. They doctoral _th~sis is in political cuihave also extended the stay of · ture in the United States between
Minya Wa Kinyatti, a visiting H)() and 1925. Hisareasofinterest
professor, for next ~mest~r:
in political studies include
Jonathan Kahn will be fillmg a American constitutional law as
tenure tr~ck P<_>S~ti.on in~~ Politi- well as human rights and city
cal Studtes divtston, fdhng the government. His position at Bard
vacancy that Professor Caro 1 will be his first tenure-track posiNackenoff will be creating wh~ tion.
she ?~es to .swa~!e. Ka~ Is
Kinyatti is a professor in the
recetvmg his Ph.D. In political Political Studies department. He
history from Cornell University. will stay on next Fall to teach anKahn received his Bachelor's . other course on Modem South
degree form Yale University and Africa and one on the ,Mau Mau
went on to study law at the Bolt movement.
Hall School of Law at the UniMichael Poirier

Small

Classes.

Big Scores.
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Jewish Students Organizat ion celebrates Passover
Gregory Giacdo
Editor-in-Chief

Pesakh (or Passover) is the holiday in which Jews recall their
enslavement at the hands of the
Egyptians. One of the ways in
whichtheyremembertheseevent s
from 1200 B.C. is th~ highly symbolic Seder dinner. This year the
JSO (Jewish Students Organization) celebrated its traditional
Seder on April22. The ceremony
was open to Jews and Gentiles
alike. "You are all honorary Jews
tonight," said Rabbi Jonathan
Kligler.
The Seder is an ancient ritual.
According to the . Hagadah, an
instruction manual for the Seder
passed out by the JSO, many of
the rituals "date from Second
Temple times, and from the years
immediately following the destruction of the Temple by the
Romans in 70 A.D .. Some prayers
are much older, and a few songs
are a youthful500 years old." The
JSOcombined theoJdand the new
by signing the traditional songs
as well as songs from the civil
rights movement of the Sixties,
showing the timelessness of the
event.
'We are free now," explained
Rabbi Kligler, ''but we remember
that we were slaves. We remember with the symbols."
The symbols are generally connected with images of birth and

Rabbi Jonathan Kligler talks to ]SO president, Rebekah Klein at the Seder.

fertility, the Passover being a sort
of Spring ritual as well as commemorating Moses leading the
Israelites from their Egyptian
captors. The Seder plate contains
a variety of items that are all symbolic of .something having to do
with slavery and freedom.
The first item on the Seder plate
is the Z'roah, which is usually a
shankbone from a lamb. The lamb
symbolizes the Pascal lamb of
Temple days and the lamb's blood
used to mark the doors of the Jews
in Egypt that the Angel of Death
passedover.AttheJsdceremony ,
the shankbone was replaced with
a beet. Rabbi Kligler explained
that this was done for vegetarian

reasons, and that in other homes,
people use a yam and call it the
''Pascal Yam."
The second item on the Seder
plateistheKarpas,orgreenherbs .
The herbs, usually parsley, represent springtime. They are usually
dipped in ~It water (also on the
plate) that represents the tears of
slavery, the red sea, and a recognition of the suffering inherent in
life.
Besides the green herbs, there
are also the Maror or bitter herbs,
usually horseradish. These are
eaten to remind one of the bitterness of slavery.
Tocounterbalancethebittemess
of the Maror is the Kharoset, a

mixture of different sweet fruits
that varies according to the geographic region of the Jews celebrating the ceremony. The
Kharoset represents the mortar
used to make bricks for the pharaohs. It may seem ironic that
Kharoset is sweet when it represents forced labor but that is because labor done of one's own
volition is sweet, and the Seder is
a celebration of freedom by remembering slavery, according to
Rabbi Kligler.
The Seder plate also contains a
hard boiled egg, called Bytzah, to
symbolize springtime fertility.
The egg also symbolizes how
people become hardened under

oppression.
Other symbols include the
Matzah, or unleavened bread.
Three matzah are placed on the
table and covered with a cloth.
This symbolizes the bread that
the Jews had to carry with them as
they left Egypt, which was baked
in haste and was could not be
allowed to rise.
The matzah becomes important
later on in the part of the Seder
called Ya-Chatz oF the breaking of
the middle matzah. The middle of
the three matzah is broken and
the larger piece (afikomen) .is
hidden away. This symbolizes the
fact that the larger part of life remains hidden from us. It also
serves to remind one of when the
wandering Jews had to hide their
food since they didn't always
know when their next meals were
coming from. The Seder ends
when someone finds and ransoms
off the afikomen for a small reward.
Anotherimportantsymbolisthe
cup of Eliahu or Elijah. This is the
traditional place setting and cup
of wine left open for the spirit of
the prophet Elijah who is supposed to come and bless those
present 'with wisdom and compassion. According to Rabbi
Kligler, there is also legend that
Elijah comes back every year as a
needy person. Depending on how
he is treated, Elijah decides
whether or not the Messianic age
should be started.

a

Cabinets of Curiosity: third world artists at the Black Center
Michael Poirier

News Editor
Last Thursday evening the recently opened Black Center for
Curatorial Studies welcomed its
first guest lecturer, Jean-Robert
Matin, a professional art curator
who has worked in France with
such museums as the Louvre and
their museum of modem art. In

particular Matin discussed his
participation in the evocative
"Magiciens du Terre" show exhibited at the Centre Pompidou
in 1989 in addition to outlining
his current project.
"Magiciens" (magicians of the
earth) featured one hundred artists from around the world who
brought their own unique and
vital cultural influences together
in one tremendous breakthrough
show. "I wanted to get away from

Auto, Home & Life
MICHAEL HAGGERTY
Account Agent
Allstate Insurance Company
Route 9, Astor Square
Rhinebeck, NY 12572
(914) 876-3632

the focus upon artists of the industrialized nations," explained
Matin. 'Wetreatedallcultureson
an equal basis and aimed for a
collection that was truly global in
scope."
Artists came from such varied
nations as China, Haiti, Nigeria,
and Cuba, in addition to American, French, and British artists.
Much of the focus of the show was
upon "third-world artists who
have previously gone· unrecognized by the art world of the
West." Malin deliberately set out
to bring ina wide variety of artists
in opposition to the hegemony of
typical Western museums.
Almost half of the artists were
actually brought to Paris to construct their works on location,
ranging from house decoration to
sculpture to the intricate complexities of sand-painting. One

Brazilian artist created a work
entitled "How to Build Cathedrals" which displayed a room
carpeted with coins connected to
a ceiling of bones through a pillar
of communion wafers. A troupe
of Aboriginal artists created floor
decorations interpreting the
"dreainings of the possum and
snake." Muchoftheartproduced
was linked to rituals, and artists
had to reconcile what was sacred
to their culture to what could be
exhibited, occasionally including
subtle mistakes to prevent sacrilege.
Three Buddhist monks from
Tibet recreated an enormous holy
Mandala completely from sand
according to the striCt dictates of ·
their religious training which
forbids any improvisation. Matin
was fascinated on how that was in
extreme opposition to the west-

em tradition of avant-garde, intensely personal art.
"We wanted the works to be
intentionally ephemeral," stated
Matin as he explained how he
hoped to retain some of the natural
integrity ·of each individual art
form by trying to make it appear
in its o·riginal context. He also
deliberately avoided explanatory
texts for each work and chose to
forgo any conscious arrangement
of the exhibits "to put the viewer
in front of the unknown and let
him react upon his own judgement."
Matin is currently working
within a renovated 16th century
castle in France and coordinating
an exhibit entitled "Cabinet
Curiosite." In the 16th century,
aristocrats would make collections
of exotic adifacts such as stuffed
alligators and "unicorn horns"

continued on page 4
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Holocaust literature examined
Begley explained that it took thirtypages-veryboringnomat- J:nenfeltthatevenfiftyyears later
him over f~r_ty years to finally ter how unpleasant. I needed a that question has not yet been
News Editor ·
_ begin writil)g his novel; previ- distance between the subject and clearly answered.
ously he had given up creative myself, and art creates such a disConcerning the distinction bewriting to try and "distance my- tance. The novel was like kitchen tween how American Jews view
Last Tuesday evening Polish seH from the war. i was afraid gloves to handle a hot pot."
the Holocaust as opposed to Euauthor Louis Begley was invited .writing about that experience
''Literature is born from pain," ropeans, Begley said the "Holoby Bard Professor NonilanManea would push o~e in the_9irection added Manea. ''This is the last · canst is not just about Jews but a
todiscusshisownnovelWartime of mocking self-pity." Indeed he generation of readers who will horrible ad against humanity.
lies and other aspects of Holo- acknowledged that his book ever meet actual survivors, so Arrierican Jews, have a peculiar
caustliteratureaspartofManea's comes across as what Manea whatisS<Pdisimportant."Manea attachrnenttotheirsenseofwhat
course. "Litera~ of the Holo- called "a vo}reur of evil." Begley also pointed out that while three happened that does not correcaust/' s;wey'~boo~ was part ~f responded that ''I've.always had other current authors were from spond to myown.I don't consider
the class s readmg list and, wnt- a sickly fascination that is a form the same camp that he was im- the Holocaust as a test of whether
ten only a few years ago, played of voyeurism. That made me priS(>ned within, each man writes or not one is a good Jew or a bad
?ut the fate of a young Je~sh boy · nervous abo~t writing a novel on with a different voice born from Jew. Victims of incredible force
~ Po~and who had to ~de ~s this 'holy ground' of .the Holo- the same experiences.
and cruelty have no obligation to
tdentity from the Nazts while caust. I suffered a moral crisis· M~a also argued that while be brave."
observirlg atrocities all around about how much of this story I boo]ss on the Holocaust are many - 'The perfect memory does not
him.
had made up and for how much in number, very few can be con- work in art," explained Manea.
Both ~anea an~ Begley were of it I was telling the truth."
sidered 'literawre," with Begley's "Memory is a selection that is disyoungchildrendunng"Yorld War
Writing, however, does serve novel a notable exception. Asked torted _a nd deepened by writing.
II,ages9and 12respectively,and as a kind of cathartic method to .wh~t~~ fictionalizing these ex- In the class we J?'list view the
while Begley's experiences were cleanse these terrible memories. periences trivializes them, both work as a piece of art. We respect
very ~imilar to _that of his pro- Begleycommentedthat"flctionis
•
tagomst,Maneaactuallygrewup a mixture of confession and ·
in a co~centt:ation camp. ~a<:h of metamorphosis of experience. A
.
thewntersdtscussed the~~ult lot in the book has direct relation
·continued from page 2 always needs to keep one'~ op~ of - conn~ting the ~rrible .to my experience, but everything and their presentation to
at- tions open.~~
.
wtththe~au~. :theattem~tto has unaerg(,ne a distortion, an torneys."Thisdoesnotmeanthat · Tara Parsons and Paul Thompmake tragtc his~nc:aJ even.ts mto . artistic metamorphosis.
she
be arguing cases in court, . son could not be reached for an in
art through the vehi~e of litera-:"If I had · been absoluJ~y au- . but she will -"ir\terview clients, depth description of their fellow· ture.
~
thentic, I w0wd only have -~tten· locate and interyiew witnesses, ship plans. According to Dean
and deliberate on what informa- Greenberg, Tara will be concention is ~eeded or can be found to . tratin:g on land use and environdefend the client." Christa intends · mental studies in the Hudson
to use this opportunity to explore River region, and Paul will be
and educate herseH; she feels her working at the Brookl~ Philharstudies "have kept me inspired monic Orchestra. Bard's fellowand interested while training my ship program is conside~ to be
College ,Studeqts: Drive
mind to think critically and ana- very successful and Dean
an Ice Cream truck in your
lytically," and thatthefieldoflaw Greenberg ~ts th~t "it
will"interest ~d challenge me." have a great unpact this.year, as
. ho~etown in Conn~ticut o~
Law is only one of her three main well as in years to come.
Westchester County this summer.
career interests, but advises: "one
Michael Poirier
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Sell Good Humor and other ice
creams. Earn $65,9-$950 per
week. Ap.ply now, not in May.
// . .
.
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. wm he ~eld for. the following positionsa
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..Chair-Planning Committee

ELECTIONS!, ELECTIONS!

(203)366-264_
1

SKYBAR
ICE CREAM

-2 Board of Tn1stees Representatives
On May 4 & 5 from 10-2 outside Post Office
. H you are interested in running for any of the above positions, a statement of purpose_is due to. Sally Mehrtens at
box 501 or Tewksbury 314 by Thursd_ay, April 30th.

YOU CAN ·USE:

MIAIIr 2~DISCOVER
EXPIIESS CASH J VISA .
NY~/~l PLUS.

RHINEBEcK·

·~Mill St: •.

876--7041

"REi> HOOK

.J,U. ~Sou~ • 7ss.8811

the p~in: ·of th~ ~~thor but cannot
. help but be cruel and judge the
works on literary ~riteria. Not a
political question, but Ol_le of
·whether or .not the art is good."
The task of taking past evils in
the history of humanity and tuming them into aninteresting piece
ofli~raturewhilestillremaining ·
truetothe"factsseemstobenearly
impossible. But" as Begley con- ·
eluded, u0ne writes what is inside one. Whatis~insidemewould
surely have been different if I had
led a different life."
-·

Cabinets
continued .
- continued from page 3
(actually the bOnes of northern
· narwhales) in "cabinets of curios. ity."Inan...attempttorecreatethese
strange miniature museums,
Matin is collecting and commissiorung works that wilt re-inter-.
. pret these itemS ~hich were so
fascir\ating to · Europeans ot the
1500's. "I am very .interested in
whatiscollected duringdifferent
epochs," said ~a tin. u And how
these items are ~lassified and
displayed which is the prerogative of ·the curator in our own ·
times."
·

Knowing how to
elp a person who'
been raped as
imortant as

is

knowing ho~ to
help a ~hoking_
victim or someone
who's d~t!wning.
It's basic. first aid•
To find out more
about this basic
first aid call
758-7552or
758-7553
B.R.A.V.E.
Bard Res_ponse To
Rape & Associated
Violence Education
Information, support,
counselling, referrals.
All calls are
confidential. ·

A response to a letter in the last issue about the march
Dear Miss Hellin Kay,
Thank you for responding to the report I
gave on the other march. I was almost afmid
that it would be too subtle, as you say, and that
peop1e would simply pass it over as another
oneofthemultitudeofpropaganda.However,
while I am g1ad for your attention, I am sony
that you did not understand the point I was
making, nor even appeared to give it any
consideration. From yourspecificromments, I
realize that I must make myself more clear.
Here, then, is whatyoudidnotgatherfrom my
report. Please allow me the benefit of doubt,
that I am indeed making an intelligible and
roherentpoint, thatlamnota wicked,haxbinger
of woe.
Fll'Stofall, lam saddened by the vehemence
that saturated your letter. This in itself is an
indication that you missed perhaps the biggest
point of my report. I did not, at all, mean to
incitesuchangerandfrustrationinyou.Rather,
my aim was to present a beauty that got
drowned out amid the shouts and yellingatthe
Pro<hoicerally(and I call it Pro<hoireandnot
Anti-life because I am not conremed with
rhetoric but rather the problem that exists between peopleofdifferingpersuasions-youare
certainly entitled to call my position "antichoice/ anti-woman" but I hope that is not the
extent of your understanding of the issues at
hand). Thereisandinnocenceandbeautytolife
that transcends political, pzagmatic debates.
There is a sanctityoflifethatisrecognizedby all
ofusifweallowourselves tobe so enlightened..
Beforewedropintothetrenchesandbegin our
great war, perllaps it woukt be best to be
reminded of exactly what it is that we are

fightingfor.ldohopesincerelythatweareboth
wanting the same thing but are simply at a
practical impasses. Perhaps, I am wrong. Perhaps, you do not have this same value for life.
However, be that as it may, above all, I was
hoping to share a perspective on the abortion
issuethatgraspsatwhatliesattheheartofwhat
even motivates us to participate in this battle.
And that is life.
Youcommentthatiflhad listened carefully,
I would have heard the cies of "hundreds of
thousandsofwomendyingofillegalabortioM"
Indeed, I did. In fact, I heaiti such cries louder
than you may have-1 heaiti it in the silence
whichfollowedoneofthem(attheotherrally)
disappming.Ihearditin thesigh that followed,
forthatsighwasalsoforthesewomenwhodie
of unfortunate ciro.unstanre. You mistakenly
took these "people," at the rally I reported on, to
only be the potential conceptions, all the potential babies. Your logical comment about
howitisridiculoustothinkthatfetuseswonder
shows this. let me clarify for you the symbolism here, aD life is at this rally. Not only did this
rally compose of- as you term them- fetuses,
this rally also consisted of all the women who
mighteverconreive. They were there too. And
not only did potential life disappear periodically, but those who, in part, made possible life
disappeared as well While you rightly figured
out that the cause of the disappearanre as
abortion, you did not see the entire picture. Or
rather, you assumed that I had only a narrow
perspective. I do not. Abortion is nota problem
for fetuses, it is not a problem for women, it is
a problem for life. Let me make it clear: abortion
is about the aborting of life. And that was the
majoremphasisofthereport.An t:ha:iegigg]es,

all those smiles, all those wonderings- those
were the things that were disappming.
As far as the rest of your Jetter goes, I believe
you, yourself, make it painfully clear that you
have not truly regatded the matter of abortion
with a comprehensive eye. Though I certainly
did not make any of the typical Prcrlife points
explicit in the report, you being a participant in
this issue shou1d know them already.JA> you
know why any one might oppose abortion?
Will you simply aa:ept the explanation that
there are evil men and twisted women who
seek to subjugate all "freedom loving" women
and even seek the suffering of the female sex?
Is it that there are these petty meddlers in the
affairs of women who have only their wicked
amusement in mind? As a bit of constructive
citicism, let me suggest that you put away the
postersandsignsandsimply ask yourself why
thereisatalla constituency ofperfectly normal,
intelligent people that does not wish abortions
to occur. From here you might then see the
entiresignificanceoftheabortionissueandnot
a simplified interest.
Rather than go into the details of what the
usual Pnrlife position entails (sinre I am confident you are perfectly able of finding such a
discussion on your own), let me try to show
you what you might see when you have
broadened your glance to encompass the perspectives of all those involved. The Pro<hoire
positionseesabortionasanoptionwhichshould
be free and open. They consider it a matter of
one's personal freedom, one's personal choice.
You like to make the specific argumentthatwe
are talldng about a woman's body. The Pro-life
position, on the other hand, sees abortion as a
negation of life, a denial of the sanctity of what
shou1d beuniven;a)lyvalued. They consider it
a matter of necessity, a matter of nature, and a
matterofwhata1readyis thecase(afterall we're
only able to argue because we're herein the .first
p1ace).
H you think about it carefully, these are two
incommensurable positions. It is not that they
disagree with e«h other, they are not even able to
hem each other. HI may be over-general, thePrcr
choicepositionisoneofdealingwitha practical
issue and the Pro-life position is one of expounding a moral vision. Now befure you
jump to any prejudged conclusions, let me
explain further, because I have not said what
you probably think rve said. The Pro-dtoire
position is an answer given to the situation of
abortion after it has oocurred (or in knowing
that it will occur). The Pnrlife position is a
remarkaboutthefactthatithasoccurred. What
is the real problematic here? The fact of abortion? Not really, the true source of disparity is
in the unwanted ronception, the unwanted
life. Prcrlife sees abortion for what it is in its
moral reality: acknowledgment that life can be
worthless, valueless- essential a negation of
life. Of course, this being the case, abortion
should not be allowed. Morally speaking, who
would want what I have just said- it is somethingwhichshould neoercx:cur. That is theirpoint.
Pro--choice sees abortion for what it is in its
indicative sense: there does arise the situation
in which a conception is unwanted, a life un-

desired. Thisbeingthecase,forthem,ofrourse,
abortion should be allowed. And this is where
the rhetorical devices of "freedom of choice,"
"privacy rights," etc, emerge (all those words
you capitalized). But those are beside the point.
In light of this contrast between what is at the
heart of these opposing sides, you shou1d see
that that we are actually addressing different
sides of the issue. You see abortion as being
necessarily an option; I see that abortion is
· somethingwhichshouklneverhaveevenrome
up in the first place.
Now, judgingby the type of comments you
made, you won't be happy about what I have
just said. The vocabu1aty of "choice," "freedom," "rights," that you seem so partial to, does
not serve to resolve our dispute. Only an understandingbetweenuswill. Yousee,lifeshould
never be unwanted and conception never undesired. A life is created through an act, and
that act requires willing actors. Ha life is not
wished to becreated, then theactorsshouldnot
engage themselves- they have a will Your
point will then be, coming from a Prcrlife
position, isn't this where the problem is? Isn't
this where we should be most involved in
finding a solution? Wouldn't you agree that
abortion is the last resort, an option that is
desired because we can't find a solution to the
real problem?Shouldn'tourconcembeprimarily at the point of prevention? Unwanted conceptions should never arise. Abortion should
never be desired.
Ihopethishashelpedyouseethelalgerissue
at hand. For you and most of the Pro-choire
people, from the emphasis of your wolds,
seem not to care about the fact that you desire
to havetheoptionofabortionsin thefustplace.
You seem to make possibly wanting an abortion a given. Then, taking this as a given, you
cover it with your slogans to then justify it.
Maybe you should ask why you might ever
want to have an abortion. This I think, if you
isolatetheproblemandgetpastthesymptoms,
will help you understand my point better.
Before I finish, I would like to address a few
specific comments you made. You said, "The
cutting off of abortion rights signifies dominance over the women's lxxiy, as well as an
intrusion?" Does not the law prohibiting murder signify a dominance over all citizens, over
their actions? Doesnotthelawprohibitingtheft
signifysuchadominanre?Prohibitingabortion
isnotaspecialcaseofdominance. You'retiying
to make what is an incidental characteristic of
abortion, sinre it would represented by a law,
into a specific issue. Of course, prohibiting
abortion wouldsignifyadominanre. That's the
natureofany1aw. Wouldyouliketocomplain
that prohibiting murder a dominance over
murders?
Your comment about the population crisis
and environmental issues is interesting 00.
cause you seen to be so concerned with saying
that I am opposed to family planning. Now,
maybe you realize, I am actually advocating
that on a much deeper level. After all, with
families and a bit a of planning, we would
never need this option of abortion. rm intellicontinued on page 6

Respo nse conti nued
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You say that women should be all~wed to
control their own bodies. I don't disagree. Let
me ask you this (and this is not a joke): who
should havetherontrolbetween the two heads
ofa Siamesetwin?Grantedbotharedependent
und th
you withmurderersbecatiseyou'rewillingto upon the fra· ctionofthebodywhich
. is er e
aUow a six-month baby to be killed? fd rather· head of the.other, shouldn't one
be given the
listen towhatyou have to say and what you do authority to "abort" theotherifhe begins to be a
say.
nuisance? You talkofyourownbody, butluive

continued from page 5
gent enough to rerognize that. You shouldn't
say that~ align myself With any other position
than that which 1actually give and which may
logi.cally follow from my values. Should I align

anotherperson?Now, will you seriously argue
that the fetus is dependent upon you for survivaland so you have rompletecontroloverit?
Think of how that kind of argument could be
extended.Mygrandmotherisdependentupon
my uncle for her liveliho<Xi.
Andfinall
_ y,youaskatth eend,howpro -life
is it to forget the lives of women. Have you
forgotten the lives of the babies already?

.

ALL THESE CHILDREN, OUT OF THEIR
BUSINESS, OUf OF'IHEIRUV ES! .
(Sincerelythough,lhopeyou havebenefited
from thisexchan~andlearnedmoreaboutthe
other side as I have. We're really not monstermale-chauvinists who want to put you all in
cagesforourentertainment. WeJUS·tseesome-

thing which you don't. Of course, we'd like to
show you... if you're willing to look.)

.

Author's name withheld by request.

A publi c apolo gy -t o the Bard co:m:munity ·
Dear Bard Community,
The following is a note from two of your
flock, a Junior and a Senior, a sort of confession/ apology, an attempt to win back
the affections (if indeed ·we have lost them)
of you, our peers in this wonderful world
of education and growth to which we have
dedicated some of the best years of our
lives:
It is impossible for us to communicate to
you the extent of the depths of sorrow to
which we have sunk in the past weekS,
fromthetime ofourfalling out,themome nt
that we se~led our fates with the seemingly
harmless act of appropriatin g one sheet of
ply-Wood. Since that ~e, we have not
~ able to look any of you in the face
without being wra_cked with gui~t, almost
brought to our knees with the sheer weight
This week's issue is dedicated to all those
hard-workin g seniors who have spent the
lasteightmon thsslavingov ertheir projects;
all three of them. It is alsO dedicated to the
rest of us who started our projects last
week after eight months of doing nothing.
Whatever the case, it's over and now it's
time tO party. If you're not a graduating
senior, party anyway, you need the practice. Here are the post project drinking
rules:
1) Qrinking must begin no later than 5
p.m. today, April29.
2) Drinking Meisterbrau is not allowed.
3) If you can still walk, you can still drink.
The following are some beers, all in the
five dollar per six pack range, that we
recommend : Guiness Gold, Pripps,
.I<ronenbourg, Old Vienna (O.V.), Genesse
12 Horse, Molson Golden, or Molson Dry
which we've brought back this week for an
encore review.
F: Molson dry is a bit of a departure from
what we normally drink- at least colorwise. It's a very mild beer and being a dry
beer, it has a nonexistent aftertaste making
it very drinkable with a clean finish. This
beer is almost too mild to say anything
about, maybe it's my mood, but it isn't as
good as I want it to be. PhimtomPh: Drinkable is the key wold for this
beer; the color is light, but it has more
flavor than you might expect. It is a perfect
beer to get drunk on, it's easygoing, mellow, yet there is a subtle, enjoyable flavor
that p~vents you from getting bored. Because it's still relatively new, Molson Dry
can be difficult to find, but it's worth look-

of the Cross that we h.ctve been forced to
bear by that cruel hussy Fate who guided
our hands in the foul deed which we now
address. ,we are reminded of those dark
lines of the Poet,
''Midway upon the journey of our life
I found myself within a forest dark,
For the straightfowa rd path had been
· lost."
·
·
·
It was almost a relief, nay~ a relief 'twas,
when we were forced to acknowledge our
sin, tobringitinto thelightofthe S.J.B.,and
in doing so, were granted the chance to
begin making amends. We know that what
we have done will leave you with a ~on
stant doubt in your collective eye, (and
well should it be thus)~ and all we can say
is that; if given the chance, we would in an
instant tum back the hands of the Father

and un-do what we have done. Dissent is
the precursor tO the down-fall of any community and sundry, and an act of this
nature must needs breed such a foul beast
as that.
And so we know that writ it is above the
gate through which we have unwittingly
passed, thus:
Through me the road to the city of desolation,
Through me the road to so.rrows
ruuhrrrull,
.
. Through me the road among the lost
creation.
Lay down all hope, you that go in by me.
And only to add to our dismay, we are in
the dark as to the thoughts of the rest of
Bard. Do you condemn ( as we can or\Iy
assume)? do you sympathize (as we can

Or

Th e Bee r Co lum n

ing for, it's my favorite of the Molson family and it's ~nexpensive, the same price as
Molson 'G olden. It's my top pick for celebrating the end of senior projects.
F: Well said. Now let's move on to our
next selection, Crazy Horse.
Ph: Crazy Horse is aptly named; it's got a
kick as hard as you might expect from·a
crazy horse. I'm not really sure hew to
describe it, it's a malt liquor, and you can
tell because it has a different texture than a
beer. It's smooth enough going down, but
has an aftertaste that's more than just a
little harsh. There's no denying that Crazy
Horse is a good value for the money though,
it gets you buzzing fast, and is only $2.19
for a 1.2 liter bottle. If you really want a
good malt liquor, try Brador, which coincidentally is put out by Molson. Brador is
easy to get in Canada but can be found in
the States if you really want it.
F: Well, you're right, <;:razy Horse is a
malt liquor~ and it does have a hell of a kick

smell is passabl~. Just drink it. The bottle is
all painted and definitely worth having,
really. I've endorsed dozens of beers and
I'm telling you, this is the one that you
really should buy. Really! I'm giving it my
highest rating even thoug_h it doesn't taste ·

bikini team.} The flavor is quite caramel,
but isn't sweet, it's sharp instead. The aftertaste is pronounced but not too severe. The
color is nice andPh: Hold on a minute, ''nice" is <a word to
describe puppy dogs, not malt liquor.
You've got to choose your adjectives more
care~y.
.
F: Look, fuck off, the color nice and the

is

·

Thank you for your patience,
A Junior IT and a Senior I Founcl Guilty
. of Theft by the Student Judiciary Board
that great, even though it's only a "2" beer,
I'm giving it a "4'_'. The pure shock value of
the bottle makes all the difference.As a final note, on May 7, there will be an
awesome party that, with the help of the
two of us, will have Fosters on tap! not
generic shit beer. So get your work done,
forget your Friday morning classes, just
bring a couple of bucks and plan to drink.
See
there.

.

SUpE-RMARkET of bEER ANd sodA

Rr. 9 2 MilEs NoRTH of REd Hook TAAffic
•coors cans
$12.49 I case

butforthepriceandquantity~itjustdoesn't

get any:t>etter than this (enter the Swedish

only hope)? Please, ease us, our suffering,
tell us you loathe us, you loves us, pity us,
idolize us. Whclt you may think, tell it us,
that we may understand.
We have sinned, most assuredly in the
eyes of the SJB, yet we cannot presume the
judgements of our peers. Yes, tell us the
prevailing attitude in the Bard community
regarding this subjecf.· We live as an example, if you will, for those walking the
line between morality and aberrance. We.
can only admit our sin to you, repent, and
pray never to see one of you, a kindred
soul, thrust into this torment._.

•Rheingol d
$7.99/case

•Micbelob
$3.99 I 6 pk

LiG~n

•Molson
Golden
$12.99 I case
•Becks
$4.49•1 6pk
• British American
Soda

$0.79 /2L
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_Art.a bound s on
Cullens' art show- ·revieW
11

The well-spring from which had a real lack of consistency. I
come the majority of the monsterS was a big experimenter:..always
I draw is the Book of Kells," ex- going off on my own tangents,"
plained
Christianne
and hoped that her senior project
Cullens, commenting on
her senior project, a series
of drawingS and paintings
entitled Scealtasa ban/DuBh.
A viewer feels the Celtic
influence even before getting past the title, which
means 1 mythical creatures
in black and white' in
Gaelic. Cullens is interested
in the Irish traditions because of her own ancestry
and said that ''all along, I
. knew I would do something Celtic." _
The eleven large oilbased charcoal drawings
are images taken from preChristian Celtic myth and
adapted by Cullens to produce pieces which she described as "totally fantastical and would provide afocus "to prove
prirely from imagination." Aban- to myself that I could work with a
doning her pen"and mk approach constant element."
tocreatingthesemonsters,Cullens
She accomplished this by "takfound that the larger charcoal --ing [my project] so internally," so
images to be ,more monochro:.. that the only pieces which were
.matic and thr~mensional--a notdirectadaptationsofmythica l
step beyond flat Celtic art."
creatures were representations of
Cullens felt that in the past, "I family members with a creature:

to

'Women need be able to do plaster-of-paris body casts focuswhat they want to do without ing on the theme of sexuality and
·being censored
the human body. ·
and without be~...----------~--!"-'-~~~
ing told that it's
inappropriate,"
stated Karyn
Kloumann, explaining her senior project, a series of paintings
and sculpture entitled Big Blue

Women.
Kloumann's
show consists of...__ _....
nine acrylic and vinyl paintings
When asked about the artists
and four sculptures · of painted who have influenced ' her,

cantp~s

- Breth art sho-w revie-w

like twist. '1'wo of the graphite
drawings and one of the spray
paints were of my little brothers
and sisters... but as creatures. I
wanted to pursue the idea of a
transient elderly perSon within a
kid."
Cullens was pleased with the
show overall, as were those who
viewed her work. Cullens commented, ' People said that it was
very eloquently done and beautifully finished ...that they couldn't
imagine the process through
which the pieces came. That made
me feel really good."
Now that her art project is complete, Cullens is at work en her
second senior project, a cross-disciplinary literature and history
studyoftheinfusionofpre-Chris -

'1 looked at some old master cause "people's personalities get
paintingS-some Renoir nudes, in the way, but an object can alsome Cezanne, some Impression- ways be manipulated."
istic p a i n t - . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . B r e t h
ings-and
found her
imagined
object at a
puttingthe
yard sale
gourd in
late last
place ofthe
semester.
figure, "
"I settled
. said senior
on
the
And r ea
gourd beBreth, decause it
s crib in: g
was the
the process
middle of
of creating
winter, "
her senior
said Breth,
a n d
project, a
series of
that's all I
paintings
had." As it"
entitled,
turned
tianC~ticmythologyintotheiRA, Perceptions
out, the
aprojectwhichshefeelsis "closely of a y a r d - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --gourd lent
related to my art work."
sale go~rd .
itself well to her project; Breth
Mter her graduation next fall,
project includes fifteen oil was looking for "a simple form:
she plans to go to Ireland to "poke paintingsofagourdina variety of very organic and very versatile"
around and test the water" at · styles and textUres. Breth was in- that would allow her to express
Trinity College and the University terested in painting one subject her own style against a backdropof Dublin, where she hopes to several times and explained that of many ex~sting st)rles of paintcontinue·Irish studies.
she chose an inanimate object becontinued on page 11
Scealta sa banfDuBh
by
Christianne Cullens was on disOW'
play in Proctor from April 18th'1 wanted to combine words and of what I had said and learned."
24th.
.
v- images into one," said Jenny AlthoughUebermandeveloped
Ueberman o f . . - - - - - - - - - - - --- -... the symher senior
bois herproject, an
self, they
untitled series
w e r e
·of paintings
b a s e d
and charcoal
u p o n
drawings.
Ma y a n
Ten long
glyphs.
panels, each
Ueberman
containing
r· e
several symsearched
~~a~
t
h e
and house
Mayan,
paint
on
Chinese,
w o o .d e n
Hebrew,
squares, told
and Egypstories
of
tian lan"certain events involving myself, guages before deciding to focus
friends, and family," with the fi- upon Mayan because "it was the
nal panel being the "summation least representational, the most
different from [English], and it
hasn't been fully discovered yet.''
announc.ing . 20t discount
Also, Ueberman was intrigued by
"the Mayan ideal of learning
through the self," which seemed
to fit the stories she communicontinued on page 11
1
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All art reviews by
Tatiana Prowell
Arts Editor
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35~UP
AnneMilier

Staff Writer
Friday-Thursday, April 24-30,
Upstate Films will presen~ the
Huds9n Valley premiere of
Michael Apted's highly praised
documentary, 35 UP. A Jesuit
aphorism-''giveme the child until
he is seven, and I'll show you the
man"-formed the kernel of what
has grown into a remarkable
British documentary series. In
1964, director Apted chose fourteen 7-year-ol~s with diverse social backgrounds, intending to
explore the. effect of Britain's
burgeoning pop culture on social
class and opportunity.SEVEN UP
became an instant classic and
raised so many provocative
questions that Apted decided to
return to his subjects every seven
years, the results being SEVEN
PLUS SEVEN, 'IWEN1Y-ONE,
and the widely acclaimed 28 UP.
By 1984, the director notes, the
series had changed. 'The politics
were now unspoken and the qass
distinctions self-evident. Individual drama moved to the foreground, and the human element
began to dominate." Of 35 UP,
which fea~res the eleven who

have chosen to continue, Apted
remarks, H"fhere are as many surprises now was there were with
28 UP...the films get richer as the
·
people get older~"
What makes this docUIIientary
so successful is its use of footage
from the previous fi1.ms. so that
the audience who may be unfamiliar with the ·characters get a
sense or flavor of the individuals
and their backgrounds. It is interestingto watch the progression
of a 7-year-old's attitudes and
beliefs into that of a 35-year old.
As the wife of one remarked about
her feelingstowards the series, it
was "...good, you can analyze and
show what you had in the past."
_With the ability to compare and
contrast, it is easy to see the vast
dijferences among the individuals' backgrounds which created
and shaped such diverse qualities
in their adult life. For inst~ce,
John, Andrew, and Chailes were
three 7-year-olds who attended
an elite prep school and all had
what many would regard as
snobbish ideas on education and
the fact that only the rich had the
right to a proper one. At thirtyfive, Charles seemed to be the only
one of the group who did not
continue to have 5.1,1ch bourgeois

Revie-w

values. The other two, John and
Andrew, currently live as expected, in fine homes, ignorant of
the problems of the poor in their
owncountry.Johnappeared to be
more concerned with the poor in
Bulgaria than with those within
England itself.
On the other side of the fence,
wehaveJackie,Lyn,andSue,three
women who were hom into a
lower ~ass of English soCiety. To
themsuch issues are not as important as those of stable marriages
and the family. They are also
somewhat bitter now as they were
when theywerejustsixteenabout
class and social structure in England, about a society that gives
favors. which they obviously do
not receive. Their dress and mannerisms also their lower social
class upbrining.
Additional issues such as family,currentproblems,careergoals,
and general progression from the
last films were also raised. Paul
lived in a children's home in
London when he was seven and
was unable to find his roots until
he was.married. His wife claims
that due to the fact that he never
had a stable family, he has a defeatist attitude and is quite insecure. Neil, who suff~rsfrom sever
......· . .·.

and propellors made their way jects which Thompson explained,
it your own, and then talk a good into the show. What resulted was Can't exist anywhere else because
it doesn't fit anyenough story to
where else."
make it someone
Thompson cenel5e;s," said Scindro
tered his installaThompson of his
tion around the
senior project, a
.theme of boxes and
mixed-media inboundaries. When
stallation e!ltitled
to explain, he
asked
Everything must go.
responded: inside
The only prereqand outside, things
uisite for being a
1
t~t are contained,
found object' in
bondage...! don't
Thompson's show
know."
is that you are not
Thompson
"average material."
that Music
claimed
A variety of media
Program Zero inincluding wood,
bones, bathtubs,~:========:;.;;;========;;.;;_ ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.;;,;;;,;;.;.;;,;;.;;;.a fluencedhisproject
motors, helmets, hair, wheels, asite-specificinstallationofmore in that he also wanted to experithan four full .truckloads of ob- mentwithworkintimeandspace .
televisions, couches,
The installation was designed to
have "a bunch of people walk
through it at once...spilling beers
and setting them down [throughout the piece]."
To pursue this time-space
Thompson had one room
theme,
St.
-16 E. Marllet
with a couch and televisions feaRed Hooll, NY 12!71
turing porno films. On the couches
(914) 7!8-4191
continued on page 11
'I)'ou've got to take it and make
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Merrall

abouttheprospectofget~ngmar~

ried and having children, educatim\, and. life in general, is currently · happily married to her
husband, Rupert and has two
children.
As intriguing and fascinating
for the audience to mark the progression of their lives, some of the
subjects regret their decision to
participate in the program. For
Suzy it is difficult because "...the
memories come flooding back
which one cannot change," and is
open for everyone to see. John
regrets the fact that he let his
headmaster talk him into it, seeing it as a pill of poison every
seven years." Ironically, Charles,
after becoming a producer of the
BBC decided that he no longer
wished to be on te!evision and
therefore did not show up for 35
.UP. Another possible reason for
11
...

subjects being less than pleased to
return are the hard-hitting questions which are asked. It was difficult for Neil to answer when
asked, ' Doyou worry about your
sanity?" and equally disconcerting for Bruce to have to tell the
world every seven years that he
did not yet have a girlfriend or a
wife. When continually questioned about his love life and
whether he was getting worried,
he responded, '1 feel as if this is
turning into a dating agency
_
video."
To watch these adults start off
as 7-year olds and to mature and
grow into 35 year olds is more
than simply a social commentary
on the part of English society and
culture and how it affects and influences childrens' future lives. It
is also an examination of ·individuals' lives and how. they actively shape their own futures
based on themselves, not their
backgrounds. Though a captivating documentary, it did become a
bit tiring towards the end. It was
easy for the viewer to feel drained
' because she felt as if she had almostbeenlivingthelivesofthos e
'J'
_
film~.
1

Moore art show- revieW"

Thompson art show review

Pa.ttl•~la A .•

mental depression and finds it
difficult to operate day-to-day,
does not think that his life is a
successandfeelsthathewillneve r
be able to be in a position of importance. Tony has achieved his
goal that he had as a 7-year oldto become a jockey. He now has
his own stables raises horses,
while teaching his children how
to ride. Suzy, who was cynical

"They're more readily available Furthermore, because she worked
andeasiertomanipulatethanhu - with relatively uniform subjects,
man beings/'.-------- ------, she was able to
concentrate more
said Kim Moore
on how "differof her choice to
ent colors and
paint still-lifes
shapes feel diffor her senior
ferent ways.''
project, a series
Moore becarne
of paintings eninterested in
titled This is ·
painting still(still) life.
lifes as a sophoMoore' s
more, but her inshow features
terest in art de25 modeling
veloped much
paste and oil
earlier."Itoldmy·
paintings of
mother when I
bottles, vases,
was five that I
and jars. She
was going to be
found the suban artist," sheexjects for he:
plained. She
projectatayard
would put me to
sale: 1: bought
20 bottles that a .woman had dug bed and come downstairs at 11
up from.a dump at a yard sale for o'clock and find me doing a project
$3," said Moore. Due to the tradi- in the dining room."
Moorewaspleasedoverallwith
tional nature of such objects in
still-life painting, she found the her exhibit, except for the lightproject challenging: '-'You have to ing, which lef~ half of the show in
takeitand trytomakeityourown shadows. Viewersalsoresponded
rather than doing the mechanical positively to her work. In fact,
reproductions by student artists Moore commented, "I got a love
continued on page 11
whopaintexactlywhattheysee. "
11
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BlaZers win-:t1rst match despite ~ill Yeskel's
~scoach.

- Matthew Apple
Sports Editor
The men's varsity tennis team
· won its ~st ma!chagainstMount
Saint Vinc~nt this past week, despiteonlyhavingfiveplayers. The
missing sixth player, Bill Yeskel,
apologiZed for his absence which
gave Mt. St. Vincent two of their
three wins.
''It was the most bizarre tennis
match I've ever ~atched in my
life," said Coach Joel Tomson, inferring that some of the strange
happenings resulted fiom lack of
tennis knowledge on both sides.
One Mt. St. Vincent player
breached court "etiquette" by
leaving in the middle of ~ game
for a diink of water and to talk to

.
The Blazers swept the singles
matches the(mes they had players
for,anyway), including very cloSe
matches by- Henri Ringel and
Damnath DeTissera, who needed
three sets, and Yaniv Tomar survived a tie-breaker in the first set
to win 7/6 (8-6),6/3. 'fl1e Blazers
couldn't keep the streak going,
ho"Yev~, as they lost their next
match against John Jay. Damnath
DeTissera was the only Blazer to
win a match (6/1, 6/2), and only
twodoublesmatches were played
as John Jay had to leave early for
some inexplicable reason.
The NAIA District 31 Tournament, rain~ out at Bard, was also
rained out at Manh~t~e~vil~e
College on Sunday. Third times
th~ charm,~ it is reschequled for

3.bsenc~
en s varsity tennis results

all

H. Ringel d. A. Vermaat
I. Halpern d. C. Rice
G. Bognar d. D. DeMary
Y. Tomar d. J. Rondini
D. DeTissera d. F. Barnes

Ringel-Halpern
d. Vermaat-Rice

.

J

. . ..

,
th, at
Manhattenville at 3pm. The
Blazers play their final away game
againstWestemConnecticutState
University this Thursday the 30th
at 4pm.
VJ'
'
~'

Unsportsmanlike conduct abo~;nds
Matthew Apple
Sports Editor
It all started when, on Wednesday, all three games were forfeits,
the .first two because the teams
didn'thavetwowomen who were
on their roster playing the field.
Th~ team captainS protested vehemently in both cases, but to no
avail, since the rule has been in
·plare since. thei. beginning of the
softball season arid was made
- known to all players. As rosters
cannot not be changed now, team
captains are encouraged to inform
everyone of their game times and
to not play people who are not on
their roster, which has~ pap-

pening often lately. The third forfeit of Wednesday resulted when
none of the members of 2 Legit 2
Quit showed up, thinking that the
game was cancelled due to rain
that morning. If any player is in
doubt over whether a game will
be played, call Kris Hall at ext.
530. That'swhatshe'sgettingpaid
for, and she's fun to talk with,to
boot. ,
Regarding all the other
unsportsmanlike conduct, most
softball- players (and umpires)
apparently have little or no idea
what fielder obstruction is. On a
ground ball, the fielder. has the
right to the ball. However, if a,
fielder does not have the ball_,. the
fielder cannot stand in the middle

Softball results for the week of 4/22-4/28

John Jay

Mt. St. Vincent

T. Lopez d. H. Ringel

7/5,4/6,6/2
6/2,6/4
6/2,6/1
7 I 6 (8-6), 6/3
5/7, 6/2, 6/2

J. Creary d. G. Bognar
S. Sainnoval d. I. Halpern
G. Courtright d. M. Poirier

6/3,7/5
6/1,6/3
6/3, 7/6 (7-4)

6/0,6/2

P. Sejola d. Y. Tomar

6/3,6/3

D. DeTissera d. E. Valasquez

6/1,6/2

Lopez-Creary

6/2,6/3

d. Ringel-Bognar
Sainnoval-Courtright
d. ttaJLOeJm-Jl-'Ollt'ler

8/4
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Want to write whatever yon want?
Be the new OIJsen1cr Sports Editor.Have fun embarrassing
your classmates, your friends and yourself. Be the only
editor with a free reign. Drop a note in campus mail or call
758-0772. \Nhat have you got to lose?

dur!~!!g

softball games

of the tmsepath or in front of a games. Also, even if Kris Hcin is
baseorona base or interfere with present at games, do not ask her
the runner in any other way. The tooverturnrulesorumpires' calls.
fielder can stand in the runner's She will discuss rules with you
way if and only if the fielder has and everi offer friendly advice,
the ball. As for the runners- this is . butshewillnofiisiup the umpires'
an intramural recreational, I re-" decisions, whiCh are final and
peat, recreational softballlea~e. cannot be disputed, so don't even
A BARD RECRE.t\TIONAL try. SOFTBALL LEAGuE, not the
majors or even real college ball
Game of the Week
where wins and losses actually
The Cunrung Linguists were
~att~r. Overagressive and/ or
viol~t ~g is not called maulingGymRats,turningamild
for and is extremely dangerous; into a homerun fest. Outfielder
for example, instead of sliding into Jody A pap had fun-in center with
second base, hurling oneself at a Sports Editor's favorite glove,
the fielder so as to ~ock the ball jumping over fences and beliyaway and possibly inflict bodily flopping into
huge puddle,
damage _on said fielder. (editor's sending water everywhere. Great
note- As a responsible' umpire, I entertainment for the entire famwill immediately declare the ily - except it didn't matter berunner out on the play an~ out of
the game if this happens in games
that I umpire. This is Bard SOFrBALL, for chrissakes! The idea is
to have a good time, not to sepa-_
rate your neighbor's arm from her
shoulder!).
Another bizarre softball/baseball rule, the infamous ulnfield fly -rule" struck again, as many team
members and fans began calling
for the fly rule at inappropriate
situations.,Therule is, and I quote:
. "An Infield Fly is a fair fly ball (not
including a line drive nor an attempted bunt) which can- be
caught by an infielder with ordinary effort, when first and second, or f'rrst, second and third
bases are occupied, before two
are out (emphasis added)." Players and fans are asked not to antagonize the umpires or question
the umpires' judgments during

a

cause the Cunning Linguists had
already forfeited to Gym Rats due
to the aforementioned two women
onthefieldrule(actually,itdoesn't
matter who wins anyway, what
the hell.)
Play(s) of the Week In a come-from-behind tie,
Albert Height of Slut Trash enjoyed a banner day at the plate.
After catching a hard line shot
from the opposing team captain,
Albert used the previously mentioned team captain's favorite bat
to hit one grand slam over the
centerfield fence and another inthe.;parkgrandslamlaterthesame
inning(Albert,you'reneverusing
my bat again! - ed.).
V'
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D.C. 20510;Congresspersonsmay · structure Cllld reinforce our views .
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Washington, D.C. 20515.
· productive lives in the service of
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· . _ _ I don't know. Ask a poet, a ··bike. in good condition- speeds on a fannin Annandale. We are
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To the Editor:
Dave "Rolf
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-Love. Why does the world cul·
Box 13106, Silver Springs, MD . 449.
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it hapj,en, it was certainly . .Poets, artists, writers, musicians,
·
·
. ..
Find a multi-col~red Guatemagratifying to see one out of every and advertisers base their lives
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publiclythanktheman!~U.~( _ into cohere~t.. th~~ies th.rf?ugh: : know Adultways~fdoingw~at's,
Wh~. were those 2 new guy~? I ·
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Wanteci: Apt. or house for·. think t}\is .was a 5et-up, boys.
who.d onated th¢ir _!}me, effo.~t., other. ·oU.r ~cial . patterns also'· Yeah. , · · .·.. ... - · · ·
" summer sublet near Bard for 1 or
and money to enable Bard stu- strive for structure, and 50 we
yXhat you thought you could 2 people. Contact Melaine Oster · Toallconcerned:Iapo logisefor
dents to atte_nd _the march. . ~~ a work to fonnas~yattachme.~ts bring..,. h~ve,you ~ound, what yo_u at ext. 330 or via campus mail Box
behavior on the Field of Honor.
result _o( th~ ~d c:o~uruty's to others as p<>s~Ible, connectmg w.anted. ~Id you make good 1209; _ · ·
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(Jeez,youcan'ttakeme .inywhere,
,generosity, the Coalition was able ourselves to mir wo;rld and creat- fne~ds, did they make a good
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on financial ai~ to. (lttend c;oll!i!ge, · entropy-the chaos· of crime, de- Student Relattons
th~ money .rai~.~ by the Bard ceit,and politicS-:-:-natiiraJ tO man. .
_.S S.l.
commuhity was ins~e':_ltal in . LOve J~ airo. an_attempt to form .
. . . .. .
.
. helping u~ get to _Wa~hington. b<?nds of un~ei'standing between
Mote than·40% ~~ tho~_ ~tudents . ofit: realities, ~ghting . the oJ!Uli0
who attended the march were present diss<>nance and jumble of ·
unablg_topaythefull costoftheir contradiCting OPiiliOns·· with DearEditor:
~~
seats; that _these. students were · threaten our grasp of a stable,
I find the S/MACI;:S argument
nevetfheless able tq participate is _. socially shared reality.
regarding sex and empowerment
testimony to the principled genBut_if structure is - ~uch an 'Qlti- in their las~ two_articles lacking.
erosityofny;1nyinourcommunity. mate.goal, the~ whyishatenotas This is what I attempted to write
Althoughacompletelistoftho~ valued_~ platitUde
love? Hate about in II~ you, S/MACES,
faculty, staff, and alum!lilae who •organizes the world, albeit with a for erripo\-vering me!" I have been
helped Bard get. to our nation's sort of reverse magnetism. Hate, called ignorant, misinformed, and
capital would take up more space · however, possesses a deStructive naive as a result of incomplete
than a letter-to-the-editor allows, energy, whereas love is based on reading of my little essay, which,
special thanks goes to Elizabeth a constructiv~ energy. Hate op- by the way, was ·NOT a "bad
Ely Greenberg '65 and to John poses the constructive order of . parody"ofMarkDelsi ng'sarticle.
Dalton .'74 for their outstanding civilization. Love w~~·created to Theyweremyownop inions,and
efforts and generosity ori beh~ilf oppose hate, so thaf civilization I stand behind them an~ refuse to
of the right to choose and on ~ could oppose entropy. Entropy ·- apologise for anything I said. I
half of their alma mater.
and hate (being a proponent of have the right to speak my opinFor those who were unable to entropy), howeve~, are the natu- . ion, as d.oes anyone else, i,nclud-:attend, or for those who wish to ral tendencies of · the universe .. · ingS/MACES. I admit that I took
become more involved iri this is- Therefore, civilization and love "pain" extremely out of context
sue, the Coalition .for choice en- are . unnatural states, _working .. for humorous reasOns, but I still
courages you to ·contact your against entropy and hate, en- will _never believe pain is plealegislators an4 tell them to vot~. couraging the productivity · of surable, at least cei'lainly not to
for the Freedom of Choice Act of man. So is love a lie? I~ it shnply a me. Howe:ver, I fear ma_n y missed
1992. Senators may be reached c/ proponent of civilizatlol).? Are we the point I was trying to make . .o the U.S. Senate I .Was~gton, . just drive~<;> create a~s~bl~ sopal
S/MACES wrote "All human
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Breth -continue d
continued

from page 7
ing.
Apparently the gourd was not
entirely· innocuous, however.·
Many who viewed the show interpreted the object as sexual
symbolism,whichannoyed.Breth,
who said she had no intention of
the gourd as a phallic.representation. '1 had the comment relayed
to me that my work is 'very
Freudian'," she explained. "It
must mean thatl'm sexually frus- ·
trated that I paint big penis-like
gourds...yeah."
A~ide from these interpretations, Breth was satisfied with the

favorable way in which viewers
reacted to her work. In opposition_to much of post-modem art,
about which she believes that"~
you can explain it, people will eat
it up," ·Breth commented that she
prefers"todoartthatp eoplewho
aren't artists can appr~iate." She
feltthatshehadaccom plished this
with these paintings: "A lot of
people came up and said, 'These
are the kind of paintings that I'd
be willing to hang in my house."'
Perceptions of a yard-sale gourd by
Andrea Breth will be on display
in Proctor from April25·M~y 1st.

were some carefully selected ance of that room was an area
with couches and a row of televiguys"-to enhance the offensive sions showing only static.
environme~t. Unfortunately, the Thompson believed thattheroom
room did not have quite the effect had a #relaxing, hypnotic quality''
that he had hoped for: ''These which was very successful; if you
· were really raunchy porno missedit,youcanalw aysexperimovies ...and guys trying to make ence it at the Menage a Trois,
peoplefeelliketheydi dn'tbelong. where it will be The Quiet Room~
It was supposed to drive people
Most viewers did not really
away, but it didn't' really work know what . to make of
People came in, sat down, and Thompson's show. He said that
started hanging out."
most people came in and made
To balance the intended ambi- jokes, but that eventually people
friendsfromho~e-''bigscraggly

Stt.ll ~~· sst·_n g the pot·nt ,

V'

contin~~:ed.froni page 10

-Kiouma nn continue d

continued from page 7
into this idea. I decided that I
needed totapintosomethingm ore
internal...[so]I'threwoutbasical ly.
everything that I didtst semester
and started again."
·
Mter making these changes,
Kloumann was pleased with her
project: ''Now that it's all up, I'm
really happy with it." She said
that most of the viewers who
commented were "very positive
and encouraging to me," although
shedidmentionhearin gthatsome
parents of prospective students
were disturbed by the sexual nature of the paintings. However,

I<loumann took that as a sign that
her work was communicating
something and affecting viewers,
saying, ''I really got a kick out of
[the parents' responses]."
I<loumann is uncertain of her
future plans, although she commented, "Ideally, I'd like to paint
for a living, but I know_that's an
unrealistic thing." .She is considering moving to Manhattan and
looking for a job in an art-related
field, such as graphics design.
Big Blue Women by Karyn
Kloumann is on display in·Proc- .
tor from April 25th-May1st.
·
·
V'

•b
·Lte . erntan continue d
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continued from page 7 such a long-term project "never

cated in the pieces. .
. She wanted to use the symbols
to tell simple, universal stories,
withimagesrepresent atingwords
such as -'woman' and 'general
verb.' Althoughtherewereg uides
at the entrance to the exhibit,
which some people used to
. .translate' the stories, others took
the images as simple images,
which pleased Lieberman:
u~eading'itwasn'tanecessityto

the show itself."
Although Lieberma~ commented that she was ''definitely
pleased with what came out of
[the showJ," she also said tlla't

Correction
In "Menage a Trois... presents..
Bon Appetit" by Epehn Colter ·
last week's Observer there was
onunissionin the fourth para
graph. The omitted line read
''Meange a Trois is an extensio
into the 90s, an empowering syn
thesis of Lesbians, Gays, Bisexu
als- Sadomasochists, Celibate
and Role Players in context of th
dominant discourse_ of hetero
•

II

.

really looks the way that you expected." She was somewhat disappointed that many viewers believed the symbols tQ_ be ster:tciled_
whenactuallyshehad paintedall
of them by hand, even tracing
some with a pencil in great detail
before beginning.
Lieberman plans to continue
work on this project even after
graduation, perhaps making toterns. Eventually, she would like
to go to graduate school for art
occupational therapy in geron.:
tology so that she can "still
paint~ ..and use [art] to help people
at the same 'time."
Untitled works by Jenny
Lieberman were on display in
Proctor from April 18th-24th. V'

relations inherently have aspects
of _pOwer. S/Macknowledges this
balance of power and (hopefully)
usesittohelpthepeop leinvolved
empower themselves." I don't see·
relationships as. a "balance of
power." A relationship is not a
game-it'sseriousbusi ness. Using
a relationship to "empower" oneself is using ~ person to make
oneself feel better. That's not a
relationship; ies a power struggle
that will inevitably lead to emotional painoneither,orboth,s ides.
A relationship should be a sharing of feelings, a giving of
friendship and I or intimacies.
There is only one person that can ·
empower me, and that person is
me.ldon'tusepeoplef orpersonal
gainsorgoodfeeling s;I'drather

anything else. I don't know about
you, but I prefer to let my life be
determined by my brain, not by
my gonads.
Matthew Apple
P.S. - Hellin Kay, unglue your
SHIFr-LOCKKEY and read what
I WROTE!

_" ~yea hiendthan.a .~xdoll.

I also fi~d !t humorou~ -~1;\at $1
MACES wrote "...there's much
more to life than sex..." -.this is
pure hypocrisy. This, after
speriding the better part of two
artidesdiscussingho wtousesex
and other people to empower

_

found "a lot to play with, look at,
and trip over," and thus found
their place in the installation.
When asked about the state of
the installation these days,
Thompson replied, "It's basically
all disassemblcd ... want some?"
He encourages anyone who is
interested in taking some of the
objects to contact him at Box 13.
He also would like to thank all of
the people who helped him install
the piece.
Everything must go by Sandro
Thompson inhabited Proctor from
April10th-16th.

v-

George Bellinger, Jr., Minority Task Force on AIDS Director of
Education, will be presenting a tal
on 'The impacts of HlV I AIDS on
e Black and Latino communities."
His talk will address people of
color, homophobia, and cultural
barriers.

Wed., May 6th at 7pm in Olin
Art History Room. Sponsored
by BBSO and AASO.

We're putting on agreat spread
this Summer for you!
WhethCr you're trcinsfening credit rock to your four-year school, working toward
}llur As.mate's degree or brushing up on }JOur professional skills, our summer cLm!s offer
atantalizing fea~ fur your mind.
The four- tn eight-week cla&'i session.~ are !ipecially prepared oo leave plenty of
summer fun in your summer. Regil,ier now! Sessions begin May 26 and June 22 on the
Stone Ridgecampm;.

yourselfan~sa_tisfyyourfantasies.

There is mor~ to life than sex and .
to fantasies (for example, I have
fantasies about m~ng the New
YorkTimestoptenbestsellerslist),
but I don't know if S/MACES
believes that after saying, ..Talk it
over with that someone special
and fuck ...~' _ Previo.1Js _5 /MACES
argiunents/ discu~ions primarily
involved ~tistymg-Sexual fantasies, and i hiive no reason to believe S/MACES are interested in

_ . _

Moore continue d ·

continued from page 7
letterputbehindoneo fmypaintings. It said, 'w~likeyour stuff."'
Followinggraduation,sheplans
to work at Bard's Master of Fine
Arts program this summer and
then to move to Greenwich, Connecticut where she expects that
"the galleries will like my work

better than the ones in New York;
ifs too conservative [for New
York]." .
_
. This is (still) life by Kim Moore
will be on display in the atrlum of
Olin from April 25th-May 1st.
•
~
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Ulster County Community College
Stoll(> Ridw, NY 12484 914: 687-5C00,338-2211
.~UnMI!o!SLttd111i11!1~pf~t'I'Yod • ,\n..Uftf•h~ ,Yiio!ltf~~lllly~

can 800·i24.()833 for more information and alist of summer classes.
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Center for Curatorial Studies:
Passions and Cultu~: Selected Works from the Rivenden Collectio_n,
- 1967-1991. A survey of paintings, sculptures, photographs,
and other works from the permanent collection of the Center.
Also an ehibition of prints by German Venegas and Nahum B.
Zenil and a video installation by Bill Viola. Gallery hours:
Wednesday-Saturday, 1:00 PM to 5:00 PM.
New Horizons Conceit:.
May 1 at 8:00 PM. Conductor Leon Botstein and the Hudson
Valley Philharmonic Chamber Orchest:rclperrorm world
premieres by Peter Schickele and Geroge Tsontakis, and works
by Frederic Chopin and Neils Gade. Guest soloist, Blanca
Uribe, piano. Pre-concert talk at 7:00 PM.
Overpopulation Lecture Series:
On May'2 (Time to be announced) in the Olin Auditorium.
Marvin Harris, Graduate Research Professor, University of
Florida, third lecture in series Overpopulation: Causes and

·Solutions.

·

Education on Monday May 4 at 7:00 PM in Olin 102. How
should the countries of eastern Europe and the former Soviet
Union deal with members of the Communist party? Join a
forum led by Bard Students including Eastern European and
Russian Exchange Students.

Campus Rape Discussion:
On Wednesday, May 6 at 7:00 PM in Olin 102, Campus Rape,
video and discussion. ~s documentary-style video, hosted
by L.A. Law stars Susan Day and Corben Bernsen, examines
campus rape and its impact through interviews with four
college students. Discussion to follow. Sponsored by BRAVE.
Dance Club Workshop:
The Dance Oub presents an open workshop in a movement
technique called contact improvisation. Everyone is welcome.
No dance experience is required. The Dance Studio/The
Theatre on Sundays from 4:00 to 6:00 PM beginning March 1
and going until May 3.

. -

Blum Art Sbow:

94 Fellowships and October 1 for 1993 Summer Stipends.
Please stop by to review this poster.

Services for Christian Students:
(*Special End of Year Service)
Sundays:
•May 10: Bishop Richard Grein at the Church of St. John the
Evangelist at 10:00 AM, followed by lunch.
*May 17: Baccalaureate Service at 4:00_PM in the Chapel.
*May 24: Alumni/ ai Eucharist at 9:30 AM in the Chapel.
10:00am:VantoSt.John 'sEpiscopa1Churchand St.Christopher's
Catholic Church (meet in Kline parking lot)

Mondays: 1
7:00pm: Singing and Worship
7:30pm: Bible Study /Prayer Group (bot:It in Bard Chapel Basement)

Sixtie$ Graphics: Culture & Counterculture will be on view at the
Film Department
. Edith C. Blum ~rt Institute from March 18 through the
Program in International Education (E. Europe Cinema):
summer. The Blum is open noon to 5:00PM and closed pn
_On April30: (Preston Film Center, 7:00 PM): Prof. Laszlo
Tuesdays.
Santha, of UCLA Film Studies will present a program of
Hungarian Avant-Grade Films on video.
· National Endowment for the Humcmities:
On May 7: (Preston Film Center, 7:00PM): Dr. Richard
There is a National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH)
I<luszczynski, Prof. of Fum and Video at the University of
poster on the bulletin board outside of the Dean of the
- Lodz and Curator for film and Video Center for Contemporary College's office which describes NEH Fellowships and
Art in Warsaw, will present a program of Polish Avant-Garde
Summer Stipends. Application deadlines are June 1~t for 1993Films on video.
.
- On May 14; (Upstate Films, Rhinebeck, 9:30 AM): Peter Rado, a
Romanian film writer and critic, will present the Romanian
THE WEEKLY COMMUNITY lNFOR~ .
feature film, Reconstituirea, by Lucien Pintilie.
To Purge Or Not To Pwge:
·Spring forum sponsored by the Program in lnternati?nal

MATION
N EWSLETIER
IS BROUGHT
.
.
TO YOU BY- THE DEAN OF STUDENTS.

Wednesdays:9:00 to 10:00 am: Singing and Worship (Chapel)
Transportation Schedule:
Friday: Rhinecliff
meet at Kline at 8:00 pm for the 9:11 pm train

Poughkeepsie

-

___

meet. at Kline at 6:00 pm for the 7:13 pm train
Saturday: Hudson Valley Mall. Meet at Kline at 5:45pm, returns at
10:00pm
'
Sunday: Rhinecliff: Meet the 5:52, 7:17 and 11:07 pm trains
foughkeepsie: Meet the 7:43 p~ traill
Church: 9:45 am ~o 12 noon (St. John's)

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

.WEDNESDAY

- 6:30pm

12:00NOON
Calendar Deadline
Dean Qf Students Office

(TBA)
Overpopulation Lecture
Olin Auditorium

8:30am
Worship Service
Chapel
(See Above For More
"Information and other
- eervices)

3:00-5:00 pm
Poetty Room Open
Olin 101

6:00pm
Coalition for Choice
meeting President's
Room Kline Commons

5:00 -7:00pm
Russian Table
Kline College Rm.

BBSO meeting
Kline Committee RM
7:00pm

Model U.N. Meeting
7:00pm~: .

International Reliations
- Cub
KliDe CommoN
f ·.

7:00pm -_ .

Hungarian Fwns

Pzeston F"Jim CeDter
7:»1()-.30 ~~
Peer Tutors
Third Floor Aspinwall

5:00pm
Obaerver dea.dline for
outside su~n

-

4:00-6:00 pm.
· Dance Workshop
Dance Studio

6:30pm
Jewish Students
Orpnizati~ Shlb~t

::::::u. .'· .{+:.:-~.
· t

"':

'

..·

8:00pm
New Ho!Uons Concert
Olin Auditorium

.. ·..
·~

7:30-10:30 pm
Peer Tutors
Third Floor Aspinwall

6:00pm
French Table
College Room
IOine Commons

7:30-10:30 pm
Peer Tutors
Third Floor Aspinwall

6:30pm
BBLAGA meeting
Kline Commons

7:30pm
AAMeeting
Aspinwall 302

7:00pm
Purge Discussion
Olin 102

8:00pm

7:30-10:30 pm
Peer Tutors
Third Floor Aspinwall

..i_

8:30pm
Observer writers'
meeting
Third floor Aspinwall

LASO
Kline Commons
Committee Room

5:45pm
BBSO meeting
Kline Committee RM
6:30-8:30 pm
Poetry Room Open·
Olin tOt
-··-7:00pm
Campus Rape
Discussion- Olin 102.
7:30-10:30 pm
Peer Tutors
Third Floor Aspinwall
7:30pm
Scottish Countty
~cing-~norHo~

